Evaluation of changes in oxyhemoglobin during Shiritori task in elderly subjects including those with Alzheimer‧s disease.
In recent years, as the prevalence of Alzheimer‧s disease (AD) has increased rapidly, demand has increased for early detection and treatment. Therefore, discovery and treatment intervention at the mild cognitive impairment stage are important. Dysfunction of the working memory is known to be conspicuously present in AD patients or mild cognitive impairment subjects from an early stage. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a method to measure hemoglobin concentration changes during an activation task. In the present study, we evaluated the cognitive function of elderly subjects, including those with AD, by means of NIRS. The subjects were divided into three groups-the AD group, the intermediate group, and the healthy group (HG)-based on assement of dementia using the Hasegawa‧s Dementia Scale-Revised, Mini-Mental State Examination, and Clinical Dementia Rating. The intermediate group was divided into two groups-the high score group (HSMG) and the low score group (LSMG)-based on Hasegawa‧s Dementia Scale-Revised and Mini-Mental State Examination scores. In this study, during Shiritori tasks using single-event-related NIRS, we analyzed oxyhemoglobin changes in an area, the peak amplitude, and latency, and compared them among four groups: AD group, HSMG, LSMG, and HG. In the AD group, the area at left channel (Ch)9, 11, and 19, the area at right Ch22, and the peak ampulitude at left Ch11 and 19 and right Ch5,12, and 22 were significantly smaller than those in HSMG and HG. Furthermore, the latency of the AD group was significantly longer than that of HSMG and HG at all region of interests. However, no significant difference was observed between the AD group and LSMG. These findings suggest that analysis of changes in oxyhemoglobin during Shiritori tasks may be a useful neuropsychological index for the early diagnosis of AD. Detailed studies will be conducted in LSMG to facilitate the early introduction of NIRS as a screening tool for cognitive impairment.